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Version 6.08 Features

Patient Reports Designer
1. The report designer is completely restructured.
 A. Analytics/reporting link.
 B. Merge/view reports in the design screen.
2. Images such as audiograms, logos, and signatures can be viewed as their actual size in 
design mode. Simplified report creation.
3. Review of report settings – Editable at launch feature.
 A. Track changes - If a report is saved as "Editable at launch".
 B. Track changes can be turned on when the report is run to allow draft editing fun
 tionality. Essential for university teaching environments.
Communications
4. Merge/view letters in the design screen.
5. Communication letters can now be designed and used as patient intake sheets.
 A. Letters can be run in bulk for a date range or singly per patient.
 B. Customized intake sheets can be linked to the TIMS Intake Sheet button in the  
 appointment summary area.
 C. Print with one click auto-filled intake sheets.
Reports
6. Stock and custom reports can now be set as "Favorites" from the TIMS Reports menu, with 
a simple right click - add to favorites.
7. Added home link for favorite reports.
8. Patient Accounts Receivable data can now be generated in the TIMS Reports screen.
 A. Eliminating a separate Accounts Receivable link.
 B. Current A/R date can now be seen at the top of the report’s menu.
Appointment Notifications
9. Automated confirmations and verifications.
10. Select how many days in advance to send the notifications.
 A. Choose type according to patient preference - e-mail, SMS, or voice.
 B. Filter by site, provider, and/or appointment type.
Appointments
11. Appointments have been redesigned for increased performance and better speed.
12. Resources tab in the appointment screen can be turned off if the practice does not use 
them.
13. Updated web technology platform to view patient appointments from a standard web 
browser.
Hearing Aid History
14. Components can now be copied to the other side of a binaural hearing aid history.


